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How can CRG Homecare’s Support Workers

help me?
Our purpose

Services

We provide speciality care to individuals with
learning disabilities. Our main aim is to
improve quality of life by promoting
independence and improving communication
and life skills.

Our Support Workers offers the below assistance
to individuals with learning disabilities:

Our Support Workers empower individuals to
reach their goals, whilst supporting them
within the community and accompany them
to social groups.
We offer personalised packages of support to
help individuals with varying levels of needs.
Some individuals may need help socialising or
integrating within their community, whilst
others may not be able to communicate
verbally.

Accompanying to social activities &
groups
Administering medication
Personal care such as showering
& washing
Accompanying on holiday
Helping with cooking
Support with managing money
Emotional & wellbeing support

Terry ’s Story

“ I have diabetes and when Kevin my support
worker was doing checks in our building, he
found me on the ﬂoor in my ﬂat. He acted very
quickly and without him I wouldn’t be here now.
I’m so proud of Kevin for doing that and am
thankful for what he does for me. ”
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Individuals with learning disabilities are more vulnerable to mental health problems than the
general population, therefore we ensure that our Support Workers provide emotional and wellbeing
support.
We also promote choice and independence. We ensure that the individuals we support are fully
involved in any decisions which may affects their care. All our Support Workers receive training on
The Mental Capacity Act and Dignity in Care training.

Meet one of our
Support Workers
“ You’re doing something
for someone that no one
else can do. It’s out of this
world what pleasure you
get .”
Kevin | Southend

Need support?

Contact us

crghomecare.uk.com | 01234 567 891
linking lives through social media

